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Introduction

The study of motifs in networks has advanced the un-

derstanding of various systems in biology [2], ecology [7],

economics [10], computational social science [4], and other

areas. Traditionally, network scientists have considered

graphlets (i.e., small subgraphs in a network) and identi-

fied them as motifs in a network’s structure if empirical

data [2] or mathematical models [5] indicate their im-

portance to a system’s function. We propose to consider

“process motifs” (i.e., structured sets of walks) on a network

as building blocks of processes on networks. We define

a process motif on a graph G to be a directed weighted

multigraph in which each edge corresponds to a walk in

G and each edge’s weight corresponds to the length of

the associated walk. We demonstrate how one can derive

process motifs for a property of noisy linear dynamics on

networks using the steady-state differential entropy of the

Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process as an example.

Differential entropy of the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck pro-

cesses on a network

The Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process [13] is a simple and pop-

ular model for noisy coupled systems [1]. For example, it

has been used as a model for the dynamics for neuronal

systems [11], stock prices [6], and gene expression [8]. The

differential entropy of the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process at

steady state is the basis for several properties of dynamical

processes on networks. Examples of such properties are

neural complexity [11], redundancy and degeneracy [12],

and robustness to small perturbations in node states [3].

Across many domains, researchers have linked functions

of entropy and differential entropy to a network’s ability

to robustly perform a desired function [3, 9]. Deriving

process motifs that contribute to differential entropy of

the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process at steady state is a first

step towards identifying the process motifs that contribute

to neural complexity, redundancy, degeneracy, and other

properties of processes on networks.

Processlets and emergence of process properties

For several properties of processes on networks, one can

calculate the contribution of a process motif to the prop-

erty. Studying the contributions of process motifs can

further understanding of processes on networks in sev-

eral ways. For example, it can help one understand how

properties of processes on networks “emerge” from the

superposition of small subprocesses. One can also calcu-

late a graphlet’s contribution to a property of a process

from the contributions of process motifs that can occur

on the graphlet. Researchers can then compare the contri-

butions of different graphlets and rank graphlets by their

contributions to a property of a process.

In Fig. 1, we show a graphlet and examples of associ-

ated process motifs. We also show several process motifs

that contribute to steady-state differential entropy of the

Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process and the respective contribu-

tions. We find that the process motifs that contribute to

steady-state differential entropy are circular1. By consid-

ering different network structures, we find structures on

which cyclic process motifs contribute most to differential

entropy and structures on which acyclic process motifs

contribute most to differential entropy.

Summary The analysis of process motifs and their con-

tribution to differential entropy demonstrates that it can

be useful to consider processes on a network (instead of

just a network’s structure) as a composite entity that one

can decompose into many small parts. Such a decompo-

sition of processes on networks provides a framework for

studying the mechanisms by which processes and network

structure contribute to differential entropy, redundancy,

and other properties of processes on networks.
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Figure 1: Graphlets, process motifs, and process-motif contributions to differential entropy. In the table

on the left, we show a graphlet and examples of associated process motifs. Numerical labels indicate the length of an

edge in a process motif. The process motifs with blue edges are examples of process motifs that use each edge in the

graphlet at most once and in which each node corresponds to a different node in the graphlet. The process motifs

with orange edges are examples of process motifs in which two nodes correspond to the same node in the graphlet.

The process motifs with green edges are examples of process motifs that use edges in the graphlet more than once.

In the plot on the right, we show contributions ω of process motifs to the steady-state differential entropy of the

Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process. Bars are light blue when the corresponding process motif is acyclic and dark blue when

the corresponding process motif is cyclic.
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